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Pupil Premium 2017/2018
The Pupil Premium is a sum of money, allocated by Local Authorities for the purpose of narrowing the gap in attainment between
different groups of pupils. The basis of this allocation is taken from the School’s Consensus which is returned in January of each year.
Under the Pupil Premium guidelines issued by the Government, the grant must be spent by the school for the educational benefit of
pupils registered at that school.
The School has received £21,849 for the current academic year, 2017/2018. Pupil Premium received in 2016/2017 was £13,140, for
2015/16 the School received £935, and in 2014/15 Pupil Premium received by More House School amounted to £2,805. Other funding
was added to these amounts year on year in order for our school to support all pupils whom we believe would benefit from increased
intervention. Our Pupil Premium funding is variable from year to year, consequently we therefore have made the decision as a School
to add additional funds to the Pupil Premium received so as to make them as effective as possible in the activities selected, and thereby
ensuring they really do make a difference to those pupils who attract the payments to the school.
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The funds received for 2017/2018 of £21,849 have been used/allocated as follows:
Activities Selected
Four new Interactive
‘Clevertouch’ smart
screens for English
classrooms.

What this does
Targeted Pupils
The screens aid interaction and communication in the
PP pupils and all students
ways teachers teach and pupils learn. Chiefly, they
provide a platform by which pupils become more engaged
in the learning by interacting with the classroom display in
order to present their ideas and test their understanding.

Cost
£12,000

The purchase of 12
additional laptops for
the English
department.

Provides an improved ratio of laptops for students,
improving pupils’ access to technology for the recording of
their ideas and promoting skills associated with the
structuring and organisation of ideas into effective
responses.
Aids the delivery of the Mathematics syllabus and provides
additional resources supporting the acquisition and
development of pupils’ numeracy skills.
Specific books selected to give greater choice for students,
especially related to curriculum study. This improves
pupils’ access to research material and develops their
independent learning skills. It affords increased resources
for GCSE and A Level subject teaching.
Technology promoting pupils’ independence and
confidence in accessing written texts, and especially to
develop the skills to enable them to perform to their
potential within public examinations, reducing the need for
dependence upon staff acting as exam-readers and
therefore reducing the impact of public examinations on
the Learning Development Centre support for younger
pupils during examination periods.
Supported by additional funding raised by The Friends of
More House School, this has enabled the purchase of ereading tablet provision to make independent access to
electronic-based fiction and non-fiction texts more
accessible, particularly for those pupils who might

PP pupils and all students

£8,338

PP pupils and all students

£1,224

Subscription to
Pearson Resource
Software
Library additional
purchase of books

Scanning Pens
hardware

Kindle Fires –Library
Technology

PP pupils, and all students,
but particularly those in KS4
and 5.

£761

Years 10 and 11 students

£2,292

PP pupils and all students

£1,500

otherwise have limited or no access to such electronic
reading technology at home or in school. This is part of our
approach to promoting a love of reading and an
independent freedom as readers for pupils with literacy
difficulties.

The funds for 2016/2017 of £13,140 were used as follows:
Activities Selected
Introduction of
cookery into
curriculum.

The creation of a new
Activity Playground
area.

What this does
Extends the breadth of curriculum experienced by pupils.
PP funded ovens, refrigerator and cooking resources. The
school’s parent-body – The Friends of More House School and other school resources, funded the new kitchen units,
islands and installation costs. This makes access to learning
about healthy eating and the development of essential
independence and life skills available for all pupils
regardless of background and financial circumstances. The
school provides ingredients for such pupils’ use. This has
subsequently developed independence within the students
and focused on psychomotor skills necessary to succeed
with lesson objectives and basic cooking skills.
PP enabled a project, part-funded by school funds, to
improve the social experience and development of younger
pupils in the school by providing opportunities for
supervised social interaction between pupils with social
communication and language delay whilst accessing a
motivating adventure playground. The experience makes
pupils’ recreational time more productive in developing
social confidence and team-work skills, providing a social
focus. There are many added benefits relating to those
pupils with Occupational Therapy needs. Improved
independence has been clearly observable, with pupils

Targeted Pupils
Cost
Pupil Premium pupils and all £10,000
students, but especially those
in KS3 and 5.

PP pupils and all students £6,696
primarily in KS2 and, to a
lesser extent, in KS3.

Training of Head of
Learning
Development Centre.

Purchase of an
additional camcorder
for our newly
extended Media Suite.

requiring fewer adult interventions to manage safely their
play and friendships during break times and lunch times.
Consideration of the management of Literacy tutors with a
particular focus on dyslexia, whilst considering language
and literacy needs. This has meant that we have developed
the assessment we are able to complete within the school,
particularly centred around Dyslexia and Speech and
Language Difficulties. In addition, Speech and Language
Therapists are updated on best practice and can implement
this within our setting.
Allows students to learn how to use a camcorder if not
available at home for their personal use and supports their
studies in Media at School.

PP Pupils and all other pupils. £2650

PP pupils and others in Year £390
Nine and above wishing to
study Media at Levels 2
and/or 3.

The funds for 2015/2016 of £935 were used as follows:
Activities Selected
LDC Research
Maths Revision
classes

What this does
Targeted Pupils
Funds supported a Speech & Language Therapist to PP pupils and all students in
undertake specific research on current students’ learning KS4.
styles.
Funds paid for extra support for students taking maths PP pupils and others in KS4
examinations.
and 5.

Cost
£440
£575

The funds for 2014/2015 of £2,805 were used as follows:
Activities Selected
Lucid Research
Licence

What this does
Targeted Pupils
Online Educational software that aids the screening of PP pupils and all students in
students from ages 15 to adults, comparing scores for KS5.

Cost
£1,616

literacy skills and non-verbal reasoning against national
data.
Literacy Support
Extra 2.5 days per week provision of OCR L5 qualified
Literacy Tutor for the benefit of reducing the size of our
literacy-intervention groups, affording greater focus for
individuals’ literacy skills acquisition and development of
confidence.
Nuffield
Dyspraxia Provides opportunities for individual students, particularly
Programme
those from disadvantaged backgrounds, to address a
programme focused on developing their oral articulation
such that they are enabled to communicate complex
responses with greater confidence, better able to display
the depth of their understanding and inference.

PP pupils and all students
assessed
with
literacy
intervention needs in KS2, 3
and 4.

£2,125

PP pupils and all others
assessed to benefit from the
programme.

£229

